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Risk management has always been the focus and core of bank credit 
management. Safety, liquidity and efficiency are not only the three major 
principles of the banking operations, but also the banking business goals. To 
achieve these objectives can not be separated from risk management. 
Agricultural Development Bank of China (referred to as "the Agricultural 
Development Bank") is established in April 1994 directly under the leadership of 
the State Council, China's only agricultural policy banks. The commercial 
business of Agricultural Development Bank is relative to policy-related operations. 
The Agricultural Development Bank has long assumed the responsibility of 
carrying out China’s macro-control of grain, cotton and oil, devoted itself to doing 
the policy-related business of purchasing, storing and sales-adjusting grain, cotton 
and oil, thus making a positive contribution for the country. 
With the growing efforts of building new socialist countryside and "three 
rural" by the Party Central Committee and the State Council, to give full play to 
the Agricultural Development Bank in the role of agriculture-related fields of 
agriculture, the CBRC approved gradually Agricultural Development Bank for 
various types of agriculture-related commercial businesses from the second half of 
2004, involving a total of nine categories of commercial loans to 14 species (see 
Annex I) up to now,   so that the scope of business has developed from simple 
support of the original field of grain, cotton and oil flow to the areas of agriculture 
and agricultural extension development, and its loans has also expanded from the 
original pure state-owned grain and cotton purchasing and marketing enterprises 
to the agriculture-related enterprises. 
After more than three years of development, commercial business has 
gradually become the Agricultural Development Bank to support the building of 
new countryside and the business growing points of its sustainable development 
playing a pivotal role in its business. Up to the end of 2007, its commercial loans 
amounted to 225.7 billion yuan, accounting for 22.08 percent of total loans, 
showing a rapid development momentum. And with China’s in-depth attention to 
















Agricultural Development Bank will also receive a greater and broader space for 
development [1]. 
Different from its policy-related business, the commercial business is entirely 
in accordance with the Agricultural Development Bank of commercial operation, 
independent optional loans, the own risk. "Safety, liquidity and profitability" 
demands the Agricultural Development Bank not only to place but also to manage 
its commercial loans properly, so that risk management will naturally become an 
important part of commercial business. However, referring to commercial credit 
risk management, there is no historical experience for the Agricultural 
Development Bank to be refer to or ready-made model to copy , and it is also at 
the stage of exploration and practice. Therefore, continuing to explore 
strengthening of commercial credit risk management, and promote the health of 
commercial business development and the sustainable development of the 
Agricultural Development Bank, has become n urgent task and a new topic the 
Agricultural Development Bank face. 
Focusing on this new subject and themed with studying the commercial 
credit risk management of China's Agricultural Development Bank, using the 
general banking risk management theory and copying the experience of foreign 
agricultural policy bank risk management, combining with the Agricultural 
Development Bank realit, this article has done a systemic and in-depth study of 
the commercial credit risk management. 
This paper is divided into four parts. The first part (Chapter Two) 
systematically illustrates the common sense and general theory of the bank's credit 
risk management, providing the theoretical basis for thesis research. The second 
part (Chapter Three) gives a briefing on the origin and development of the status 
quo of China's Agricultural Development Banks and their commercial credit, and 
the strengthening of commercial credit risk management and the need for tough 
situation for the paper cited that the stage was full. The third part (Chapter Four) 
gives a detailed analysis of the profile of business development trends and risk 
management practices of foreign agricultural policy banks, providing the 
experience for thesis research. Part IV (Chapter Five & Six) systematically studies 
the management mechanism of the commercial credit risk of the Agricultural 
                                                        















Development Bank , including the early warning of risk, measurement, 
monitoring and control System and strategy options. For this two chapters, 
Chapter Five takes a look at the building of the early warning system of 
commercial credit risk, measurement model and monitoring system of the risk; 
Chapter 6 at the choice of the four major commercial credit risk control strategy, 
and the concrete methods taken for each strategy. This part is not only the most 
innovative section, but also the core of the paper, which has a reference and 
operational for the practice. 
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第一章  绪论 
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第一章  绪 论 
第一节  研究背景和选题动机 
一、研究背景 





















































































































































































力量。2004 年初，农发行贷款规模仅为 6902 亿元。至 2007 年末，农发行贷
款规模已达 10224 亿元，创下历史 高水平。其中，商业性贷款从 2004 年末
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